Abstract: A single-stage high-load fan with arc skew slot casing treatment is chosen to examine the matching between the stator and casing treatment with arc skew slot. The numerical results show that the introduction of casing treatment with arc skew slot increases the inlet flow angle of the stator, leading to a negative angle of attack at the leading edge of the stator. Hence, properly increasing the inlet geometry angle of the stator would significantly improve the matching relationship between the casing treatment and stator, thereby enhancing the efficiency of the fan. However, increasing the inlet geometry angle of the stator excessively would increase the angle of attack on the suction surface of the stator by a large degree, leading to separation and a drop in efficiency. On the other hand, decreasing the inlet geometry angle of the stator would further increase the negative angle of attack and decrease the relative Mach number. Consequently, the flow capacity would be weakened and the efficiency loss would be increased.
Introduction
The development of turbomachinery has led to an urgent requirement to further improve the performance of fans by raising the stage pressure ratio and keeping both the efficiency and stall margin within an acceptable range [1] . For a high-load fan, its load factor and stage pressure ratio are relatively high, as is its blade tip tangential velocity, which results in greater loss of the shockwave and hampers the efficiency and aerodynamic stability [2] . Casing treatment was discovered by chance during an experiment by Koch and Smith.
[34] Because casing treatment can widen the stable working range and resist distortion, it is among the most effective solutions for delaying the occurrence of rotating stall and increasing stall margin [56] . For a single rotor, casing treatment has been proven to increase the stable operating range without causing large efficiency losses. Zhang and Lu [7] showed that casing treatment with arc groove can increase the stall margin of a certain single rotor by 19.88% while improving the peak efficiency by 0.98%. For a NASA67 rotor in particular, the introduction of casing treatment with arc skew slot can increase the stall margin by 15% and decrease efficiency by 0.6% [8] However, the introduction of casing treatment can cause large efficiency losses to multiple-stage fans and compressors. Huang et al. [9] discovered that introducing casing treatment decreased the efficiency of a single transonic fan by 3.9%, whereas JiangChun [10] proved that casing treatment with circumferential grooves can enhance the stability margin of a single compressor by 8.10% and that of a two-stage axial-flow compressor by 8.75% but compromising on the peak efficiency by 1.88% and 3.26%, respectively.
Many current studies indicate that the introduction of casing treatment can change the circulation of the fluid passage of rotors, which to some extent damages the matching between the stator and rotor and triggers a decline in efficiency in multiple-stage fans. However, so far, very little research has been conducted to attempt to discover the exact influence of this mechanism.
In this study, a single-stage high-load fan with arc skew slot casing treatment is chosen to examine the matching between the stator and casing treatment with arc skew slot. The numerical results indicate that the casing treatment with arc skew slot influences the stability enhancement 
